More on this Current Time in the Kingdom
(June 2021)
Following on from the prophetic insight I was given concerning the current season we are in, 1 a time
when Forerunners are leading the vanguard for the restoration of all things, this is an update. More
information is being received to cement this time in our understanding and to equip us with the
knowledge we need to move forward without deviation. There will be glory rising alongside the rise of
darkness, so we must focus on where we are going and make sure we are aligning with Heaven every step
of the way. Read on!
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KINGDOM MESSAGES
Marsha Burns
(★prophetic downloads recorded in June 2021)
“Prepare to enter a season when My gift of grace will be extended without restraint. The enabling power
of My Spirit will be freely offered through love and mercy to all who are positioned spiritually to receive
it. Set yourself now to be available for this outpouring.” 2
“I have gone before you to prepare the way. Things will never be the same as before, but you can move
forward with assurance that you can survive and thrive in the coming days. Stay connected spiritually
with Me so that you can receive divine direction.” 3

Sharell Barrera
(★ extract from a prophetic article published on 1-6-2021)
“I hear the Lord say,"Get ready for a triumphant movement! For those of you who are still standing in
this hour—the leaders, pioneers, prophets and forerunners who have been carrying the weight, the
heaviness and the pushback...those who have been mocked and ridiculed—behold, a fresh, new wind and
fire are being released upon you now! Discouragement always comes before the victory! A movement is
being born out of the ashes of despair!" ...
I hear the Lord say, "There will be a people who will be vindicated for continuing to believe and stand
1 – “A New Era in the Kingdom”
canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/MESSAGE-A-New-Era-in-the-Kingdom-21-11-2018.pdf
2 – Marsha Burns “Small Straws in the Soft Wind” (June 11, 2021) www.ft111.com/straws2021.htm
3 – Marsha Burns “Small Straws in the Soft Wind” (June 12, 2021) www.ft111.com/straws2021.htm
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upon what I have shown them. There will be those who are rewarded through the testing and the trials,
even though many turned aside and began to ridicule in disbelief. This is a season of a new, triumphant
sound!" ...
Many of you are sensitive and have been hearing correctly. I want to encourage you to stay standing on
the words of the Lord. The enemy has tried to take many of you off the course, but I hear the Lord say that
He is making the path straight for you.
I want to encourage you not to isolate but begin to link up with like-minded friends. The Lord says that
for all of the loss, He is bringing kingdom families together at this time who will stand as a band of
warriors. They will have each other's backs, and they will stand together through the storms of the enemy.
Kingdom family will be emerging over these next few months, and this will be a strand, a cord of strong
prophetic voices who will trumpet the sounds of victory!
I heard the Lord say that as a sign, their words will come to pass quickly, right before the eyes of the
mockers. Hope is being released even to those of you who have been attacked in your bodies and minds
as never before. The storm is lifting; keep your eyes on Jesus. He is faithful, and He will bring you
through.” 4

Christy Johnson
(★ extract from a prophetic article published on Facebook on 10-6-2021)
“I believe we are on the precipice of a great movement of sweeping revival; however, I don’t believe this
revival will look like ones that have come and gone or ebbed and flowed in the past. This revival is here
to stay, it is reformation. As the rain falls from the heavens upon the dry and weary land, so too will
divine reformation fall upon every sphere of society, soaking up the desolate and parched lands of our
culture…
From the indoctrination camps of universities and even high schools to the highest realms of government,
God’s reformers are not seeking revival in the pews of the Church alone, but they are decidedly
confronting the strongholds of captivity in thought and in materiality. They are actively rebuilding the
foundations of God’s Word into every mountain of influence, tearing down the opposing arguments and
idols of the enemy as they do. I believe the Father is calling His reformers to contend for long-lasting &
significant Godly change across every realm of civilization. They are building up the Mountain of the
Lord in preparation for Jesus’s return. Divine reformation…
I hear the Lord saying, "I am calling my reformers to the frontlines. They are being anointed in this
moment of time to advance forward and take back enemy lines. They are my remnant army in whom I
have hand-picked. I have called them by name. They will not back down to tyrant enemies, they will stand
in the face of fear and savagely run towards and cut off the heads of giants. They have my Spirit upon
them with my fire in their eyes. They will run with my Gospel to the four corners of the earth. They will
destroy enemy strongholds in every mountain of culture. They will go into the darkest places of the earth,
and light up the shadows, taking with them the spoils of the enemy. These reformers are my rescuers, for
their mission will free many of the captive slaves of the earth. They have my Blood as their seal of
authority, and they will obliterate forces of darkness with a Word, the Name.
The world cannot buy them and the enemy cannot lure them, for the approval and recognition of man has
been seared from their desires, they run to the sound of my voice alone. My reformers already feel a
rising fire in their spirits, they feel the coals burning for I have set them ablaze. They sense the call, and
they are ready to respond. The time is now, my beloved warriors, rise up. Take back what belongs to you.
Replenish what was mine all along. Restore the earth with your voice that echoes mine. Redeem the lost.
The time is now. Go. Go into every corner of the earth, go where I send you. Go unafraid and go with My
courage. I have called you, you are mine. My reformer warriors!"” 5

4 – www.charismamag.com/blogs/prophetic-insight/49175-prophetic-word-the-lord-says-get-ready-for-a-triumphant-movement
5 – www.facebook.com/nateandchristy/posts/2811006195896320 (nateandchristy.co)
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Ron McGatlin
(★ extract from a prophetic article published on 11-6-2021)
“Now at this time we are in the season of the kingdom of God coming forth into our world. This is the
season of the MARRIAGE OF THE KING’S SON TO HIS BRIDE, the true church of the kingdom age
that Jesus spoke clearly about in the Parable of the Wedding Feast in Matthew 22:1-14. The parabolic
symbolic language of this parable today is revealing a much greater meaning than in the past.
Today, we have the fresh revelation of the kingdom of God on earth now in the hearts and lives of the
people of God that are consumed by God’s love in Christ Jesus by the Holy Spirit within us.
The marriage of the Lamb with His Bride is no longer a far off in the future occurrence. But we are now
living in the manifestation of the reality of this parable.
In the parable, the king is God Almighty. The son is Christ Jesus. The feast is the reality of God becoming
one with His chosen Bride. The guests are all the people of the world coming into the reality of God with
us in intimate love relationship of righteousness, peace and joy in the Holy Spirit of God within us now
on earth. This is the coming of the kingdom of God on earth as it is in heaven.
God has provided all that is needed for the full redemption of mankind back to Himself in the fullness of
kingdom of Heaven living on earth.
Yet, the people have refused His servants bringing them the message that all things ARE READY NOW.
They mistreat, scorn and even kill the servants of God.
This is what we are seeing now every day happening in our world.
The message of the real kingdom of God now manifesting on earth causes the fallen darkness of the world
to rise up to try to rid the earth of God’s people and the name of Jesus, the rightful King of this world.” 6
(★ extract from a prophetic article published on 25-6-2021)
“God stopped me as I was finishing an article for this week. I truly try to hear God and only write what
He is saying. Soon I was aware that things had changed and a greater urgency was on the mind of God
than I had been aware of a few days ago when I had begun the article. Certainly, we are in a season of
rapid change and apparently, I was about to miss the word for this moment.
We are now entering a day of very intense and extreme events of the fire of heaven coming on earth.
Love never fails. God is love. Passionate love demands response and leaves nothing unchanged behind it.
The passionate love of God is now moving upon the world and nothing will be left untouched. All things
are beginning to change more rapidly and more deeply than we have ever before known.
All that has gone before has been maturing us toward full grown sons of God perfected in His LOVE. All
our preparatory spiritual and natural gifts and works are now becoming secondary in importance as the
greatest gift of all consumes our lives, taking us into the highest realm of the heavens…
All of the misuses and incorrect interpretations of the gifts and works by immature sons and daughters of
God are now being corrected by the invasion of God and His LOVE.
All of our mixtures and immature ways are cleansed and replaced with the pure and holy righteousness,
peace and joy of God as His LOVE fills our being…
All things are completed or fulfilled in the perfect love of God that is now invading earth at the highest
level…
The Body of Christ Sons of God are growing up into the purified holy New Jerusalem Bride church by the
6 – “Follow Me, And Let The Dead Bury Their Own Dead”
www.openheaven.com/2021/06/11/follow-me-and-let-the-dead-bury-their-own-dead-by-ron-mcgatlin
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invasion of the love of God now taking place on earth in this season…
Mankind’s access to the heavens on earth was lost by Adam in the Garden of Eden.
Jesus brought the return of heaven to earth in the first century. The full provision was made to restore
heaven on earth at the cross and resurrection. The work was finished, yet the dominion given to mankind
on planet earth requires man’s agreement for the manifestation of heaven on earth to be completed to the
whole world. Man must believe by FAITH and accept the plan and work of God in Christ…
The greatest wave of the heavens returning to earth is now coming forth in this world. This is the greatest
single event to happen on earth since the first century. For two thousand years we have been moving
toward this moment in the return of the ways and life of heaven to earth.” 7

Deborah-Anne Velthuysen
(★ extract from a prophetic article published on 11-6-2021)
“For the Lord says:
I haven't called you to the wilderness, My church. I've called you to war. I've called you to bring change
and stand as the light in the darkness, but the candlestick you hold is no longer strong enough to combat
the darkness. So, I'm giving you a new way to present your light. I'm giving My church a spotlight that
can illuminate anything the enemy is trying to cover up or destroy in the dark.
I've given the leaders of My church a message that must go out, but just as the enemy has upgraded how
he does warfare, so must you do the same in My church. For the people aren't hearing you because your
voice is being covered over by the doctrines of old and hindered by the platforms of the past.
So I'm calling you to reach a new generation that isn't hindered by their age, culture or even borders.
This new generation aren't afraid to stand in their convictions, and they aren't afraid to start a movement.
It's this new generation of fivefold leaders I'm calling you to reach that will take the flame you hold and
spread it like a wildfire.
However, this requires coming down from the pulpit, getting into the trenches and reaching them where
they are. I'm calling you to impart that fire and anointing I've given My church into them. They don't have
the same restrictions or filters you do and because of this they'll be able to release that fire in a way you
never could.
A fire is coming, and My church will play a big part in it, but it's the next generation that will carry on the
flame, says the Lord.” 8

Mario Murillo
(★ extract from a prophetic article published on 14-6-2021)
“A massive number of Christians are experiencing a strange miracle. And we are discovering that this
was predicted—in detail.
The Holy Spirit is separating them. He has selected them for special grace and power to accomplish
mighty acts at the edge of history. They will be uniquely equipped to face the sophisticated evil of our
time. But it all begins by making peace with the Holy Spirit and restoring His rightful place in our hearts
and in the church…
Millions are now hearing the same call: “SEPARATE TO ME!” The Holy Spirit told David Wilkerson
about this coming separation, and how pockets of prophetic people would huddle together across our
nation…
Many of these people were chased out of churches that were once fiery, Spirit-filled churches that had
7 – “Entering The Heavenly City On Earth” www.openheaven.com/2021/06/25/entering-the-heavenly-city-on-earth-ron-mcgatlin
8 – “The Lord Says, 'I Have Called You to War'”
www.charismamag.com/blogs/prophetic-insight/49290-prophetic-word-the-lord-says-i-have-called-you-to-war
⭐This is an educational document produced by Canberra Forerunners⭐
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taken on a new ‘seeker-friendly’ format. They saw their church now focused on church growth, downplaying the presence of the Holy Spirit, and only designed to attract outsiders. They felt punished for
wanting a move of God.
They are fed up with the world system—especially when they see it operating in the church. They can’t
stomach the glitzy entertainment centers any more. They believe we have no time to play games. They are
frustrated that church is catering to the lukewarm members.
They are done with egocentric preachers with grandiose, expensive and carnal visions that having
nothing to do with soul winning or revival. They accuse these preachers of being distracted—even
derailed from their first love.
Disciples are abandoning “attraction” churches, and something
revolutionary is happening inside them. God is starting a fresh movement.
David Wilkerson explained more of what he saw coming: "God is revealing to all praying people that a
glorious new work of the Spirit is about to break forth. God is going to shake everything that can be
shaken. He will tear down the old political, backslidden, ecclesiastical system. He will disown the formal,
super-church structure. He will chase out of His presence all who are engaging in self-promoting
ministries." …
Wigglesworth said, " We have to see that these days have to come, before the Lord can come. There has to
be a falling away. There are in the world two classes of believers. There are believers which are
disobedient, or I ought to say there are children which are saved by the power of God which are
disobedient children. And there are children which are just the same saved by the power of God, who all
the time are longing to be more obedient." ” 9

Veronika West
(★ extract from a prophetic article published on 13-6-2021)
“The LORD spoke clearly to me just a few days ago concerning The Nations, "I will leave no stone
unturned!"
God is now lifting the carpet and fully exposing every hidden thing.
He is starting with His Father’s House, a lifting of the carpet and a turning of the tables. No longer will
His Father’s House be a den of thieves, but a House of Prayer.
When the carpet is lifted, the cracks in the foundations will be fully revealed!
A Divine Cleansing and Purification is taking place over the nations.
I believe the spotlight of His Glory is now fully exposing what has been hiding and hidden in darkness!
No one will be able to hide from the light of His fiery Glory — a Glory that will purge and purify.
The Spirits of Truth and Justice will deal with the spirits of perversion and corruption. The Days of Elijah
are here!
God is taking the nations back to their future.
God is now taking nations back to their original foundations, so he can begin to restore, rebuild and
reform.
But let us keep in mind that we have now entered into a time, of ‘Divine Demolition Mode’, a time of
uprooting and tearing down of demonic strongholds in order to build and plant.
I see what is coming will be supernaturally explosive in nature and will make a loud noise and cause
great upheaval and chaos!
9 –“Separate to Me”
mariomurilloministries.wordpress.com/2021/06/14/separate-to-me-a-strange-miracle-is-happening-to-a-massive-number-of-believers
⭐This is an educational document produced by Canberra Forerunners⭐
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I just heard The Spirit say, "Watch as I put the word ‘Great’ back into the nations of Britain!"
As I heard those words, strangely I saw what looked like a pair of badly treated and unpolished black
shoes and I saw two hands and a cloth come down upon those badly treated and unpolished black shoes
and begin to clean and polish them up again.
I watched as those black shoes were totally revived and transformed. Then I heard The Spirit say, "Watch
as My Hands go to work upon this nation to Revive, Reform and Transform, for this nation shall no
longer walk in the shoes of shame, fear and control, but this nation shall walk once again in the Shoes of
Truth, Righteousness and Peace, taking The Power of The Good News, to The Nations of the Earth!”” 10

Sharri Eckstein
(★ Summary of a dream showing what Father is doing now. Published in 2020)
“✓ It’s happening outside the church in the early part of the day.
✓ God is gathering the true church outside of the false church.
✓ Sadness, joy, darkness, light all present at the same time.
✓ God is gathering His people together in love and unity.
✓ Jesus as the Lion of the tribe of Judah is declaring God’s Work.
✓ The NEW thing—God will build His Kingdom worthy of His Glory.
✓ God is aligning His people into place for a mighty move of God.
✓ God’s work is forever; a precursor to the millennial Kingdom.
✓ What God is building is being done in the background.
✓ There will come a time when His people will recognize it…
What God is doing is supernatural. It will not be the work of man, but the work of the seven-fold Spirit of
the LORD. The Kingdom work has been going on for some time now and what God is building will
emerge outside all religious systems. God is building something NEW that will be worthy of His Glory.
God is building and establishing His Kingdom in and through a remnant of people who are aligning
themselves to Jesus Christ the Chief cornerstone.” 11

OPPOSITIONAL INFORMATION
Jodie Hughes
(★prophetic article published on 19-6-2021)
“The devil is being displaced from territory he thought he owned. Here comes a renewed army of God.
The lie of “un-winable” battles is being broken with a fresh surge of supernatural hope.
Constant resistance is often a sign that your last breakthrough has taken you as far as it is able. There’s a
new breakthrough for you. Press in! New means NEW. New breakthroughs you haven’t walked in before
that open up this current season are before you. PUT ON YOUR COMBAT BOOTS. They are for
smashing open this season and pushing back arrogant resistance that has intimidated for too long.
When you hit that wall over and and over, there’s not just breakthrough, but new breakthrough to walk in
10 – “No Stone Will Be Left Unturned!” www.hiskingdomprophecy.com/word-for-the-nations-no-stone-will-be-left-unturned
11 – “Kingdom Alignment” [Free ebook] p:5-6, 8 restorationrivers.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Kingdom-Alignment.pdf
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as a new normal. The new normal is not meant to be defined by the enemies agenda. The new normal is
meant to be defined by promise. The walls of Satan's agenda must be brought down. Put on your combat
boots and find your shout.
Many have felt they are bumping into an impenetrable wall they’ve not experienced for a long time as
they push for breakthrough right now. This is the sign that the old wineskin has served it’s purpose, and
faith for new-era breakthrough is being fitted. Your past breakthroughs served the season and now there
are new breakthroughs being released. The place your last breakthrough got stuck is not your ceiling, but
your kicking off point for "we haven’t been this way before".” 12

>> There’s more to come, but you must keep watching and listening for yourself <<

Laurence
30-6-2021
(www.CanberraForerunners.org)
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12 – Jodie Hughes (19-6-2021) “Put On Your Combat Boots”
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